Aerospace 2017

This conference experience, structured with multiple opportunities to network, will provide members with tailored programs specifically for the aerospace community and ones that can easily fit into today’s busy schedules.

Join WIA for in-depth discussion on the latest technological innovations to drive next generation capabilities as they are being pursued by the government and industry.

**What Space Launch Enables: Markets Shaping The Launch Business**

**September 22, 2017**

Launch manufacturers and providers not only must deal with changing technology and competitive global economies that are driving down the cost of launch systems, but the variety of spacecraft users and their needs are also dramatically changing. Enormous rockets for planetary exploration are not just being developed by governments, but commercial visionaries are investing and inspiring adherents. Traditional GEO comsats are growing both larger and smaller, and experimenting with on-orbit servicing to look for any competitive advantage over their fleet operating peers, all of which rests on competitive launch prices. Network enterprises have envisioned constellations of hundreds or thousands of MEO satellites that ensure global connectivity, that must be populated and sustained with systematic launch campaigns. Dozens of remote sensing entrepreneurs are pursuing hundreds of microsats for continuous monitoring of the Earth both natural and human activity, and are looking to get to orbit any way possible – ride-sharing, micro-launchers, bundling - for marginal cost to close their business cases. A tipping point for virtually all of these businesses is the availability of cost competitive launch services to convince investors to finance the endeavor.

In this session, thought leaders in space market assessment for spacecraft and constellations requirements, and the moguls of technology and commercial business cases will explore the trends and likely outcomes of this ongoing investment in launch systems.

**Location**

Residence Inn Marriott Arlington Pentagon City
550 Army Navy Drive, Arlington, VA 22202
8:30 am to 12:30 pm